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In Attendance: SICPW, LINC, CCC, PDI, SI Foundation

● Early Intervention Equity Project - 10302 Zip Code

○ 1st page - “Your neighborhood” could be replaced with the actual

neighborhood the presentation is being given in i.e Post Richmond,

Stapleton ?

■ Add Parent:VOICE logo to front page of pp

● Send logo to Steven

○ 2nd slide - should the population of children 0-3 be on this (2nd) slide or

should the information be kept general?

■ List pop. information if there is time to speak on it if not, keep the

info where it is originally and keep this (2nd) slide general [CCC]

○ Presentation time should no shorter than 2 hrs

○ MTRNY has offered to translate presentation (CCC as well)

■ Will it be a simultaneous presentation/translation?

■ The PP should be translated before hand

■ Headsets for translation

○ Specify the languages (slide 4)

○ (slide 3) update layout

○ Try to have HARD NUMBER DATA to make it easier for people to

understand

○ How much data do we want to give to not turn off families with too

much information?

■ Depends on the speed of the presenter - they do not have to

spend a lot of time on the beginning slides

■ Condense the information

■ What information isn’t as relevant to the overall purpose of

the family ?

● Don’t remove slides overall but organize them better so

the presenter can touch on the high points of each slide

○ Add a slide to the beginning to introduce the alliance - include QR

code to receive contact information / survey / website (Next Steps at

the end )



○ Remain in contact with those who give their contact information i.e

if a report is produced as a result of the presentation - share it with

the participants

■ It is important to keep the families in the loop / engaged

○ Is the data being shown properly reflecting your neighborhood? (Q

for the participants)

○ Touch on stigma of mental health services in reference to children

■ Have parents who have already gone through the EI process

speak on their experiences

○ Should conversations around racial biases, lack of cultural

sensitivity, etc, be included?

■ Talk with parents about the issues they are facing when it

comes to EI and unpacking WHY those issues are occurring

○ How would you have liked the process to have been? ( put the

pressure on the system)

○ Facilitate focus group questions with other Working Groups (ELE)

○ Have theunder 3 demographic information on a separate slide to not

overcrowd the slide with too much information

○ Take questions on slide 9 to the ELE WG to have them fill in the

information

○ Send updates screenshot when map with Early Learn

Prog/Headstart Proj, etc is updated

○ Between slides 9-10 include a slide to explain what EI is ?

■ Have it towards the beginning, after the introductory slides  -

What are we here? What is Early Intervention?

○ Add Agenda/ Table of Contents slide

○ Update photos


